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Abstract—The application of energy resources has stimulated
a dramatic increased especially in developing countries.
Consequently, the energy-saving factor of local and non-domestic
residents such as the industry, service centers and others has
been a concern especially on electronic device equipment such as
environmental warming, local ventilation and air conditioning
equipment. The method of reducing the use of air conditioners is
divided into two methods practiced by engineers is called an
active and passive way that alters the model of air conditioning
and green building materials. Therefore, this research is intended
to reduce the air conditioner energy consumption by avoiding the
unnecessary space cooling and stabilize the cooling air at usage
area in the high-rise building such as big and tall ceiling hall.
Experiment with prototype is chosen to use as the methodology to
testing and evaluate the concept according to the change of
temperature. Thus, the expected outcomes of experiment are the
difference of temperature between upper and lower level will be
more significant and lower part is cooler than upper part as the
cooling air is avoiding to flowing up by air preventer. Besides
that, the air preventer which replace with car tinted able to reflect
heat will reduce the heat transfer to the lower part or usage area
to reduce the internal heat addition in the high-rise constructing
that also benefits to decrease the energy depletion. However, the
limitation of air preventer is transmittance of light, costly if apply
high quality and bigger space area, and thin layer that may easily
broke. The suggested materials that may take in consideration to
replace the tinted using Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE) rubber.
Keywords: Air conditioner, Space characteristic, Cooling
capacity, Temperature changes

I. INTRODUCTION
From 1984 to 2004, the world energy consumption carbon
dioxide emissions had increased 49 % and 43 %,
repectively. has resulted in anxiety associated with excess
supply, lack of energy sources and also the effects of global
warming. The report also states [12]. According to reports
from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC), global warming will increase by 4.0 ºC from 34.8 %
to 38.9 % used for heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
(HVAC) [23] based on the total energy requirements (PER)
in the United States.
The per capita energy intensity in Malaysia in 2008 [6]
has shown its usage of 1,652 kWh and will continue to
increase in neither in developed nor developing countries.
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The energy demand for thermal comfort in urban and rural
area and between day and night season also different due to
the changes of weather and temperature [22]. On a clear
summer afternoon, the air temperature in a typical city is as
much as 2.58ºC higher than in the surrounding rural areas
and urban electric demand rises by 2–4% for each 1ºC rise
in daily maximum temperature above a threshold of 15 to 20
ºC [1]. The rate of increase in energy consumption in the
yearly air conditioning system has shown an increase of 226
kWh / m² in office buildings in Northern Europe. The
previous study showed that the annual energy consupmtion
at office buildings located in Northern Europe which
equipped with air conditional system was increased to 226
kWh/m² [18].
II. METHODOLOGY
In addition, the traditional cooling steam compression
system (VCS) used by the power fossil fuel through the
emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) produced to the
atmosphere [5]. Furthermore, there are addressing that larger
space area needed more higher horsepower of air
conditioner or more energy as larger space consists of more
heat [4]. Reducing air energy consumption is very important
to reduce carbon dioxide emissions [8]. The objective of this
study is to assess the use of air conditioning in the lecture
halls of UTHM based on the physical dimension of space
area and recommend a new ideal system that may put effort
for future study to reduce the overall use of air energy [9].
The recommendation of new ideal system may benefit for
increase the efficiency of air conditioner, stabilize the
cooling air at the usage area of building and reduce the air
conditioner energy consumption [19] by avoiding the
unnecessary space-cooling area as shown in Figure 1 and 2.
The Figure 1 shown an example of single level of
building wich 400 square feet and 4 horsepower of air
conditioner is needed. Figure 2 shown a tall ceiling building
and divided into three level which bottom as usage area
where occupancy being to. However, top and middle level
as non-usage. Usually central air conditioner is apply for tall
building and cooling air pass through the non-usage area to
the usage area. For this, 12 horsepower of air conditioner is
needed to cooling the whole building from top to the
bottom. By this is considered as unnecessary space cooling
as pass through of non usage area. The air preventer that
shown in Figure 3 has avoiding the cooling air flowing up to
the non-usage area and stabilize the cooling air. The hot air
also been avoid to influence the temperature at bottom level.
By this, the temperature with air preventer may like be
various between these three
level.
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the load of the air conditioner is divided into reasonable and
burdened loads. These two free types are maintained in
depth so they can be balanced with their needs. The
traditional cooling steam compressor (VCS) or system
absorption steam (VSS) is a process of cooling the air inside
the hall by condensing the water vaporization process. The
ventilation process is dehumidify and reheated to meet the
temperature requirements for eliminating the required latent
heat and interior. Therefore, the energy required for the
ventilation process from the supply temperature to the low
vapor evaporation temperature (below the dew point air).
When the reasonable heat ratio (SHR) has condensed the
space is low, then the sum of these two components will
show a boasting increase [5].
Air conditioning capacity is set by peak load requirements
and control types with conditions to be maintained during
peak and partial loads. Thus, it is difficult to measure and
estimate peak and partial loads (McGraw-Hill, 1965). In
order to reduce the power consumption of air conditioners it
is required to take into consideration in perspective or
different factors that will affect the energy cooling load such
as building construction, external and internal load [11].

Figure 1: Single flow of air conditioner
Referring to Figure 1 is the installation of 8 units of one
floor air conditioning with the following formula:
20 x 20 ft2:
= 400 ft2
= (2 x 2) horsepower
= 4 horsepower

2.1 Factors Affecting Energy Consumption
2.1.1 Coordination of Sunray and Building Location
The coordination of the sunray is refer to the location
which space will be with respect to compass point which
affected by the nearby permanent structure of shading,
reflective surfaces like sand, water, or parking lot, as well as
sun and wind effect. For instance, if the conditioned room is
oriented to the sun rays entering windows, consequently the
solar heat gain to room temperature and space will be
higher, and higher energy consumption is needed to cool
down the space and maintained the inner condition of room.
Nevertheless, shading devices is able to reduce the solar
heat gain as well as reduce the energy consumption. Other
than that, the energy consumption of air conditioner will be
higher if the building is located nearby to parking lot,
seasides, or urban sides with the tall buildings. In other
words, if the building located nearby the water sources with
higher moisture density level of the atmosphere ozone and
lower daily temperature will reduce the energy consumption
of air conditioner. On the other hand, the building located
in urban canyons which employed natural ventilation has
been found a reduction in wind speed inside the canyon and
air flow reduction up to 10 times during the day that
corresponds to undisturbed ambient wind conditions [21].

Figure 2: 12 Horsepower energies required for the
entire building

2.1.2 Construction Materials
Figure 3: Air preventer in building
III. AIR CONDITIONER& RESULTS
The definition of 'Air conditioning' is a process of
temperature regulation, humidity as well as air purity in the
interior that is capable of controlling the cooling of capacity.
The role of air conditioning is to maintain the comfort of a
conducive life market. Basically, various types of airconditioning equipment are in the market namely airconditioning and centralized air-conditioning. In addition,
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It is well known that, the rise of solar heat into space is
significantly affect by building materials. Thermal insulation
is important in order to reduce energy consumption in
buildings by increase heat loss ability through the
construction materials of building envelope which has lower
thermal conductivity or absorption of heat [14]. In the
modern urban environment there is a darker nature and
become warmer, leading to the creation of a "hot island" city
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[1]. For example, building materials needed for a building
that is in cold weather like Mongolia will be at -30 ºC. The
storage of latent heat materials in Phase Change Materials
(PCM) is a concern due to elevation levels of storage with
low temperature waves. It can trap direct solar energy
sources or heat energy through natural convection [17]. In
addition, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) has also been
established to enhance economic, social and environmental
sustainability to fulfill the consumer needs, especially to
produce eco-friendly products, improve productivity and
market competitiveness in green construction.
Additionally, from the construction of building materials,
the estimates of the solar roof and U-value roof have
resulted in increased refinement of the solar roof to reduce
the load-saving from 18-93% [22]. For example, a green
roof will also have a positive effect on the interior of the
building because it has been found that good for sun
radiation.
2.1.3 Volume Sizes of Spaces
Dimensions of physical dimensions of long, wide, and
elevated altitude factors and logical thinking that large
physical spaces will require more energy use to adjust the
temperature levels of all areas. For example, if the 1.5-tonne
air-conditioner is incorporated into a 120-square foot room,
the amount of electricity required varies per hour compared
to a 150-square feet room. This is due to the heat that
consists in that area are more as it absorbs solar heat gain on
bigger sphere area of building such as a room of 150 square
feet, hence extra electricity is needed to cooling down the
chamber.
In another sense, one physical dimension will also be
based on the shape of the building. From previous studies it
also states that the design of the building will affect the
consumption of air-conditioning during the day and the
movement of air due to turbulence in solar radiation
affecting air circulation, heat increase, loss of capacity or
insulation system [25]. A study was conducted to study
energy consumption in homes with different dimensions of
physical dimensions [26] and found that the height of a
building is significantly influenced the system's insulation
factor [15].

horsepower to prevent defective air [27]. In ensuring the
source of error and increasing forecasts, an energy model for
indoor use to various input parameters has to be re-identified
and evaluated [2].
2.1.5 Air conditioner
There are several type of air conditioner such as room air
conditioner and central air conditioner. Additionally, it has
been specially designed to reduce air energy with five
energy efficiency assessments on air conditioners [13]
which indicated as energy saving and cost saving air
conditioner [6]. By this, the model of air conditioner that
chosen for applying in particular space area must be taken in
consideration.
Besides that, suitable size of horsepower air conditioner
that applied in the rooms is important as concern about the
wasted energy that may overcooling or overheating.The
suitable sizes of air conditioner horsepower for applying in
rooms have to align with the volume sizes and the
acceptable occupancy level. The horsepower refer to the
power that used to transfer the heat from inner building and
cooling the space to unnecessary space-cooling area.
2.2 Efficiency of air conditioner
COP is a performance assessment value for efficient
measurement of cooling systems operating at a single
outdoor temperature. Whereas, the EER is to set energy
efficiency to measure the cooling capacity of the given
energy [7]. Higher COP and EER positions mean higher
efficiency and explain less energy usage [11]. The higher
the cost of air conditioning with the EER will promise more
budget than one lower EER system, the higher the EER will
also cool around and more economical. The formula shown
as follows:

IV. RECOMMENDATION

2.1.4 The Internal loads
An internal load means the heat generated in the supplied
space depends on the lighting factors, the computing device,
the machining and the other. This will result in increased
temperature according to prolonged space [20]. In previous
studies conducted in measuring the energy for cooling and
heating of office interior space also noted that internal loads
including building users, lighting levels and equipment were
higher at 75% compared to the total annual cooling load of
the building. The occupancy pattern can be including both
heat release from electrical appliance and people [10]. The
densely populated area will release the self-immolation of
the body's internal metabolism into space and the humaninspired system of carbon dioxide emission. With this, with
more and more people in the vast area will need more air
energy. Thus, long-term energy savings can be achieved by
scheduling better energy emissions during phase operation
and determining the maximum level of dwelling for certain
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The new idea system which called as Air Preventer is
purposely apply for tall ceiling building or high-rise
building such as mosque. The central air conditioner usually
apply for tall ceiling building which the cooling air flowing
down from the top to the bottom of usage area as shown in
the Figure 2. This consider of unnecessary space cooling
and waste of energy. For this, the air preventer as shown in
Figure 3 is functioning to avoid the heat gain from the roof
top and electrical appliances such as lighting flow down to
the usage area that needs more energy power for space
cooling. Besides that,the air preventer able to avoid the
cooling air flowing up to non-usage area as well. For this,
split package air conditioner is consider more suitable rather
than central air conditioner. The materials of air preventer
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can be consider of using thermoplastic elastomer rubber
(TPE)which is good for thermal resistance that could
avoiding heat and it able to made in clear transparent that
will not affect inner beauty of hall. The air preventer is
flexible that is adjustable to open-closed and moving up and
down depends on the demand of thermal comfort.
This new system can be have further details testing and
study in the future.
V. CONCLUSION
The research was conducted to study the relationship
between the volume sizes of space area and air conditioner
energy consumption. Based on the results has proved that
the volumes space area will effect to the indoor temperature
by comparing to the final indoor temperature of lecture hall
6 and 8 that larger space area has higher indoor temperature.
By using this concept, the researcher apply it to the high-rise
building which consider waste of energy as unnecessary
space cooling and recommend a new idea system that called
as Air Preventer with TPE rubber materials to avoid the heat
and cooling air flow to the unwanted area in order to reduce
the air conditioner energy consumption and increase the
efficiency as well [8].
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